1. Match the pictures with the speech bubbles.

1. 2. 3. 4.

A. Wonderful! B. No thanks, Danny. C. I’ll take five. D. Thanks, Danny.

2. Match each word in line A with one that describes it in line B.

A. village Danny fire sticks food fire

B. tasty magic tiny toasty friendly

3. Which word is wrong in each of the sentences below? Cross it out and write the correct word at the end.

A. The robbers stormed into the woods.  .......................
B. They pushed the villagers away from their beards.  .......................
C. Danny burned their candles.  .......................
D. The thankful villagers gave Danny his fire back.  .......................

4. Answer TRUE or FALSE.

A. Everyone in the village liked Danny.  TRUE/FALSE
B. Mr. Marvo had never visited the village before.  TRUE/FALSE
C. Danny liked the magic fire sticks.  TRUE/FALSE
D. There was a storm in the village.  TRUE/FALSE
E. The robbers burned the villagers’ food.  TRUE/FALSE
F. Danny scared the robbers away.  TRUE/FALSE
Writing activity: The villagers are making a thank-you card for Danny. What would they draw on the front and what might they write inside? Try it yourself.

Dear Danny,
Thank you for saving us!
From your friends in the village

Now write some messages inside from the villagers. Joe, Peg, Sam... can you think of some more names?